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ABSTRACTS
Methodological observations on the history of diglossia in Catalonia by JOAN-LLUÍS
MARFANY
This article reviews some (relatively) recent publications in the field of the history of
Catalan between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, more specifically on the intro-
duction of Spanish into Catalonia. It identifies some basic flaws typical of this literature
as a whole (lack of precision in the conceptualization and in the formulation of the objec-
tives, poverty of the evidence, nationalistic presuppositions) and it establishes a number
of methodological principles regarding both the guiding lines of the research and the cri-
tical reading of the evidence.
Montserrat Roig. The narrative cycle of the 1970s by NEUS REAL
This approach to the fictional world that Catalan writer Montserrat Roig built up in the
1970s points at the central position that memory has in her work and emphasizes the
importance of this first period in her production from a double perspective: the literary
rewriting of the immediate past of her country and the political and cultural commitment
which it was based on.
Volatilizing literature by M. CARME JUNYENT
The international languages spread has had as one of its consequences the choice of those
languages by numerous post-colonial writers. This choice often implies the alienation of
the own culture and the stereotyp reproduction to fit their consumer’s world view.
Creative writing has mixed up with the elaboration of market products and as a result of
this process, literature has evaporated.
«Passejada al castell de Bellesguard», a Rococo poem by Josep Arrau i Estrada by
MONTSERRAT CLARASÓ and JOAN TRES
Passejada al castell de Bellesguard is an incidental poem written in 1817. It is a light
composition intended for entertainment at a private venue and it conveys the charm and
vitality of the Rococo style. It is a narrative poem about the outing of the students of
painting at the school of fine arts and their teachers to the castle of Bellesguard.
Fuster, a philosopher? by JAUME PÒRTULAS
This paper discusses some issues in Júlia Blasco’s book on the philosophy of Joan Fuster.
According to its main point, the label “Philosophy” does not make justice to the fluent
and non systematic way of Fuster’s thinking. Some peculiarities of his basic “Essayism”
are also stressed.
